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Abstract

Based on Lyster and Ranta (1997), this current study made a comparison between native and non-native English speaking teachers’ corrective feedback to students’ errors, and also between different teachers’ feedback types and students’ uptake. The database consisted of 738 minutes’ or 12.3 hours’ classroom observation, including two types of teachers, six types of corrective feedback and two types of student uptake. Results showed that recast was the most frequently used feedback type across all the teachers, which simultaneously led to low rate of learner repairs; non-native English speaking teachers provided overwhelmingly more feedback than native teachers, and they tended to use more recast; both native and non-native teachers preferred to use varied kind of feedback at similar distribution which might suggest that corrective feedback did not necessarily rely on teacher types with students of the same proficiency level; elicitation tended to be the most effective feedback type in both native and non-native teachers’ class, which might indicate that feedback types which can trigger negotiation of form were effective no matter what types of teachers use them. The results suggested that teachers should avoid using recast and opt for elicitation for more effective learning.
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1. Introduction

Corrective feedback, which plays a scaffolding role in classroom interaction process, has been the focus and prominence of many SLA researchers for the past few decades (Chaudron, 1977, 1986, & 1988; Doughty, 1994a; Long, 1996; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Suzuki, 2004; Li, 2010). Numerous studies, investigating feedback features and effectiveness, derived from Interaction Hypothesis (Long, 1996) which stated that implicit negative feedback, triggering interactional modification, could facilitate learners’ comprehension, and Output Hypothesis (Swain, 1985), which asserted that corrective feedback, eliciting modified output, could complete the whole language mastery process. Gass and Varonis (1994) concluded that learners would be able to make some reformulations to the detected language discrepancies if the teachers can provide negotiable input. Gass (1997), Schmidt and Frota (1986) suggested that corrective feedback provided by teachers offers an opportunity for students to perceive the mismatches between their language production and the target discourse forms, potentially to reformulate their language outcomes.

Based on these theories, previous researches explored the relationships between learner error and teacher feedback, corrective feedback and learner uptake, corrective feedback and learner repair, teacher feedback and classroom context types (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Sheen, 2004; Suzuki, 2004). Flourishing and prosperous findings were presented during different phases. For example, recast was testified as the most frequently used corrective feedback by different studies (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Ellis et al, 2001; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Suzuki, 2004); teachers tended to use varied types of teaching strategies (Lyster & Ranta, 1997); there were both similarities and differences between feedback types observed in different studying contexts (Heift, 2004; Sheen, 2004; Suzuki, 2004; Li, 2010); teachers would better take learners’ proficiency level into consideration when providing feedback (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Sara, 2010; Parviz, 2012).

However, review of early studies, few set foot in the effects of one variable - teacher types, on corrective feedback, learner error and uptake. Thus, this present study focused on comparing the relationship between types of teacher (native and non-native English teachers) and corrective feedback, exploring the teacher type effects on learner error and uptake, attempting to find the effective feedback used by different types of teacher, and finally providing some practical instructions for future teaching and researching.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Observational Classroom Studies

In this part, review of previous studies presented how observational classroom researches examined corrective feedback and learner uptake in different contexts or with varied target groups, and how they defined and demonstrated the successful feedback types. Some common features about corrective feedback and learner uptake were summarized based on those studies. Corrective feedback refers to teachers' responses, comments or reactions to learners’ inappropriate utterances, which may include correct forms to elicit learners to make
some reformulations of their mistakes. Learner uptake, as Lyster and Ranta (1997) defined, was learners’ discourse following instantly the lecturer’s correction strategies which forms the response to teacher’s intention of reminding the student of the inappropriate address. Yoshida (2010) added that learner uptake showed the student’s understanding of teacher’s comments or suggestions.

In 1997, based on Chaudron’s (1977, 1986, & 1988) intricate model of error correction process and Doughty’s (1994a) coding of learner error and teacher feedback, Lyster and Ranta (1997) devised an error treatment sequence which included learner error, teacher feedback and learner uptake. Using this sequence in the observation of 4 French immersion classrooms, Lyster and Ranta (1997) studied the frequency and distribution of each feedback type and learner uptake following each type of feedback. Results demonstrated that recast was the most frequently used feedback type among all the four teachers, while leading to the least learner repair; feedback types which initiated the negotiation or interaction between teacher and students (elicitation, clarification request, repetition and metalinguistic feedback) tended to be more successful in eliciting learner-generated repair; teachers might better take learner’s proficiency level into consideration when providing correction to different learners.

Reviewing several observational classroom studies on feedback and uptake, Panova and Lyster (2002) made a comprehensive summary of feedback type and effectiveness, teacher and students’ understanding of feedback, and factors affecting choices of feedback. Motivated by Lyster and Ranta (1997), Panova and Lyster (2002) examined the error treatment sequence in an adult ESL classroom, tested and verified the applicability of Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) corrective discourse model in another instructional context, and found some similar results, such as that recast was also the most often used corrective feedback in this study. Meanwhile, results indicated that learners gave few responses and made even fewer repairs in current situation, which might be supported by the hypothesis that learners would benefit more from retrieving their own knowledge and comprehension than merely hearing the correct target forms.

Inspired by Lyster and Ranta (1997), Suzuki (2004), using the same error correction sequence, conducted a study within the adult ESL students and made a comparison of the results with Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) findings. Observational results showed both similarities, such as the distributions of teacher feedback followed by learners’ errors which was the same to Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) results, and differences, such as rate of learner uptake to some special types of feedback which was different from theirs (Lyster & Ranta, 1997). These were explained by the different classroom contexts, students’ ages and motivation, teacher experience and the target language in this study.

Based on Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) clarification of teacher correction moves and student responses, Sheen (2004) compared the error treatment sequence happening in four classrooms, namely, French Immersion, Canada ESL, New Zealand ESL and Korean EFL, and found that recast was the most frequently used feedback type among all the four classrooms. Results suggested that when the teaching focus was more on form and the function of recast was prominent, recast could lead to more learner responses and repairs; meanwhile the
distributions of corrective feedback and learner uptake didn’t necessarily depend on classroom contexts.

Li (2010), conducting a meta-analysis to 33 primary studies, testified the effectiveness of corrective feedback. Through setting comprehensive variables, the results demonstrated that learners perceived implicit feedback better than explicit feedback; feedbacks given during foreign language contexts were more effective than second language context; native teachers tended to provide more effective feedback than other teachers or computers. However, there were still some factors suggested by Li (2010) that needed to be studied, such as learners’ age, proficiency, classroom context and even interlocutor types.

Seldom previous studies on corrective feedback and learner uptake focused on the relationship between lecturer types and corrective feedback, or even learner uptake. Motivated by these studies, especially Lyster and Ranta (1997) and Panova and Lyster (2002), the current study aimed at exploring the effect of a new variable, teacher types (native and non-native English teachers), on their choices of corrective feedback to learner errors, and on students’ response of teacher feedback. The present study also intended to find the most effective feedback type in each classroom settings or with each type of teachers, thus providing some actual instructions for both future studies and teaching experience.

2.2 Basic Concepts

2.2.1 Types of Feedback

According to different criteria and characteristics, feedback can be categorized in various ways. Some typical classifications used in various studies are presented as follows.

Doughty (1994a) conducted a pilot study about classroom interaction between teachers and students, of which, she coded teachers’ turns to students’ errors as type of feedback, namely, clarification request, repetition, recast, expansion, or translation. Later, based on the functions of different teacher instructions, Lyster and Ranta (1997) improved the categories of feedback and devised a new taxonomy of feedback, that was explicit correction, recasts, elicitation, metalinguistic feedback, clarification requests, and repetition, which integrally reflected teachers’ instructive moves in classroom and thus was cited by many researchers as a criteria. Ohta (2001), however in a following study, added two categories into Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) six types of feedback, namely, re-asks and delayed recast.

In his consecutive research, Lyster (2001) further classified and integrated those six types of feedback into three types, namely recast, explicit correction and negotiation of form. These three types of feedback were different in the extent of providing corrective forms to the incorrect utterance. Providing negotiation of form, teachers encourage the students to retrieve from their own knowledge and the context, process peer- and self-repair rather than merely rephrase the corrective answer. Meanwhile, the author distinguished recast from explicit correction due to their extent of giving correct form. Explicit correction referred to just providing accurate form, while recast showed the correction inside the context.

Gurzynski-Weiss and Révész (2012), in their classroom interaction study, used 9 types of
feedback, which were recasts, confirmation checks, clarification requests, repetitions, negotiations, elaborations, elicitations, overt corrections and metalinguistic information. Nonetheless, Long (1996) divided them into implicit feedback, which includes recasts, confirmation checks, clarification requests, repetitions, negotiations, elaborations, and elicitations, and explicit feedback, which consists of overt corrections and metalinguistic information.

Overall, Lyster and Ranta (1997), which devised an error treatment model to discuss the relationship between teacher feedback and learner uptake, presents the way of counting and comparing feedback and uptake in different classroom environments for this current study.

2.2.2 Learner Uptake

Usually, when studying teacher feedback in classroom, learner uptake, as the following sequence or the indication of feedback, was also used to compare the relationship between teacher feedback and learner responses, and to make the whole error treatment sequence integrated.

When come to types of learner uptake, according to different proficiency level, students may tend to give different kinds of responses. Two types of student uptake (repair and needs repair) were used in Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) study. Repair meant that students’ errors were finally corrected; while needs repair referred to that students’ responses followed by teacher feedback still included some mistakes. In order to clearly present students’ responses and reaction of teacher feedback, four sub-types of repair (repetition, incorporation, self-repair and peer-repair) and six sub-types of needs repair (acknowledgement, same error, different error, off target, hesitation and partial repair) were also used and analyzed to complete the error treatment sequence. In Yoshida’s (2010) study, learner response was coded with different clarification, namely successful uptake, unsuccessful uptake, acknowledgement, enquiry, no response and no chance.

To keep the consistency of teacher feedback and learner uptake, and to compare the relationship between feedback and uptake, Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) types of learner uptake were also applied into this current study. But, due to the different classroom environment and students’ characters, the current study made some adjustment of both teacher feedback and learner uptake to suit the content.

2.2.3 Feedback Effectiveness

Inspired especially by Lyster and Ranta (1997), the current study chose learner uptake and repair as the indication of successful teacher feedback. However, Ohta (2000) claimed that uptake was just a language phenomenon, thus may not surely lead to learners’ language obtainment. Mackey and Philp (1998) added that uptake was not an effective measure to check feedback effectiveness. Even Lyster and Ranta (1997), who used repair as a method of learner understanding of teacher feedback, stated that choice of teacher feedback may have an effect on learner repair, thus learner repair cannot guarantee learner knowledge acquisition.

Later, Williams (2001), who designed a tailor-made test checking feedback impact, noted that
language improvement took place when repair occurred. Loewen (2002), using tailor-made post-tests or delayed post-tests, argued that acquisition of vocabulary and grammar was greatly related to learners’ successful uptake. Both these two studies confirmed the indicator role of learner uptake and repair, and prompted the current study to concentrate on the relationship between teacher feedback and learner acquirement. Thus, in this study, learners’ self-generated repair was defined as the indication of effective teacher feedback.

3. Research Questions

3.1 What are the differences and similarities of feedback found in classes taught by native English speaker and non-native English speaker teachers?

3.2 What are the most effective ways of providing feedback in those different classroom environments?

4. Methodology

4.1 Database

This current study chose similar target groups to Lyster and Ranta (1997), namely four English listening and speaking classes within EFL contexts. Together, two native English-speaking teachers and two Thai English teachers were selected on their willingness of being observed. All of them taught the same course named Fundamental English listening and speaking, which based on Spada and Frohlich’s (1995) believes that there were the interactions between lecturers and learners most of time in oral activities, which was just the theme and content of this course. Teacher 1 and 2 are two Thai English teachers who share some similar background: Thai female English teachers, 9 to 10 years’ experience in teaching first year university students at a southern Thailand University, and teach fundamental English courses. Teacher 3 and 4 come from English-speaking countries, one from England and the other from Canada. Both of them seem to start their teaching career at this University less than one year ago. However, during the observation, Teacher 4 tended to have more teaching skills in dealing with students.

The students chosen were first year students from four different faculties in the University located at the south of Thailand. They enrolled in the Fundamental English Listening and Speaking course during the first semester of the academic year 2013 with one of the four different teachers above.

During the observation process, a camera was placed at the back of each classroom, and one researcher attended every class to assure the quality of the video and also note the interactions happening between the students and teacher in the classroom. The reasons of conducting a video survey are that video recording can offer the overall perspective of teaching-learning procedures in classroom, making the data more precise, and also provide an overview of actual learner acquisition process, especially teachers’ perception of students’ errors and the whole error treatment sequence in class. Totally 738 minutes’ or 12.3 hours’ classroom observation formed the database for the present study.
4.2 Data Analysis

4.2.1 Error

Based on Lyster and Ranta (1997) and concentrating on the current situation and focus, this present study coded student utterances which had the potential of containing errors, except short utterances like simple acknowledgement, as student turns. Student turns, which included as least one mistake, are defined as student error. According to the different definitions, errors in this study are classified as lexical error, grammatical error, phonological error, content error and students' unconscious use of L1.

4.2.2 Types of Feedback

Teacher feedback is coded into six types based on their definitions, namely recast, clarification request, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, explicit correction and repetition.

1. Recast refers to teachers’ partial or complete reformulation of students’ error utterance without pointing out what the mistake is.

(1) Ss: karaoke (phonological error)
   
   T: Ok, /ˌkær'ɔʊkə/. (recast-PE)

   Ss: /ˌkær'ɔʊkə/ (repeat-repair-Rec-PE)

   Translation in this study is also coded in recast, through which teachers translate students’ L1 into English, or elicit students to speak out the L1 by showing them the English address.

(2) Ss: Thai word. (L1 error)

   T: To sleep for a short while. Right, yeah! Sleep for a short period of time. (translation-recast-L1-no uptake)

(3) T: So a play in Thai is called …? (translation-recast-L1-no uptake)

   Ss: Thai word (L1)

2. Explicit Correction means that teachers tell the students where their error is and provide the correct form.

(4) Ss: he said My sister … (grammatical error)

   T: He said “My” No, not my, “his sister” (explicit correction-GE)

   Ss: his sister (repeat-repair-EC-GE)

3. Clarification Request refers to that teachers usually make a confirmation or recheck the students’ utterance which may include at least one error to give students opportunity to look back. Or sometimes, they may provide 2 choices for the students to choose by themselves.

(5) Sb: sea (lexical error)

   T: You said the sea or the beach? (clarification-LE)
Sb: The beach. (self-repair-C-LE)

4. Elicitation is the strategy that teachers encourage or elicit students to find out the alternative correct form retrieving from their own knowledge forwardly by using methods of pausing or asking some opening questions.

(6) Se: I dinner in a restaurant. (grammatical error)
   T: I … ? Verb, verb!! I … (elicitation-GE)
   Se: I have dinner … (de-NR-GE-E)
   T: I have ??? I h…? (elicitation-GE)
   Ss: I had … (self-repair-E-GE)

5. Metalinguistic Feedback is the way teacher give some comments or questions to the correctness of students’ utterances.

(7) Sb: Oh, I had a great time. (phonological error)
   T: Really, ok, stop.(point to Girls)“O, I had a great time” (T speaks just same to the boys, without intonation.) Was that really great? (metalinguistic-PE)
   Ss: no (acknowledgement-needs-repair)

6. Repetition means that teachers repeat students’ wrong utterance with rising intonation.

(8) S: watching a music (lexical error)
   T: watching .. (repetition-LE)
   S: watching a movie (self-repair-R-LE)

4.2.3 Types of Uptake
Referring to Lyster and Ranta’s (1997) study, there are mainly 2 types of learner uptake, repair and needs-repair. Repair means that after teachers’ error treatment, students tend to reformulate their error utterance with correct form. While, needs-repair refers to that students’ reformulated utterance still include some incorrect or inappropriate parts.

Repair
Repair includes 4 sub types, namely incorporation, repetition, self-repair and peer-repair. Repetition means that students simply repeat teachers’ correct utterance. While, incorporation means that students use or repeat teachers’ correct form and create long utterance. Self-repair means that students correct their own errors followed by teachers’ feedback without providing the correct form. And peer-repair means that the other students help the one who made error correct the mistake followed by teachers’ feedback without providing the correct form.

(9) Ss: don’t (grammatical error)
T: No, I don’t or no, I didn’t?  (clarification-GE)
Ss: I didn’t.  (self-repair-C-GE)

Needs-repair

Needs-repair in this study includes acknowledgement, hesitation, same error, different error, off target and partial repair.

(10) Ss: They went to a karaoke club. (Thai accent - phonological error)
    T: (put hand on the ear to hear) A what?  (clarification-PE)
    Ss: Kala ok. (same error-needs-repair-PE-C)
    T: Ka la ok??? Really??  (clarification-PE)
    Ss: Yeah. (same error-needs-repair-PE-C)
    T: So kala ok is Thai (Ss together) accent, yes? Ok! How to pronounce it, can u guess? (elicitation-PE)
    Ss: kala … (same error-needs-repair-PE-E)
    T: Ok, /kariouk/. (recast-PE)
    Ss: /kairioke/ (repeat-repair-Rec-PE)

5. Results

Some facts need to be stated again that only those that had the potential of containing ill-formed address were coded as student turns; student errors were no salient in this current study, but were still believed an important factor that influence teachers’ choice of feedback. The following results will focus on answering the two research questions set before respectively.

5.1 Feedback types in classrooms with native English speaker and non-native English speaker teachers

Teacher preferences of different types of feedback (recast, clarification, elicitation, explicit correction, repetition and metalinguistic feedback), as well as frequency of each feedback used by each of the four teachers, are presented in Table 1. Total results showed some similarities with Lyster & Ranta’s (1997) study, which may testify the reliability and applicability of the error treatment sequence in the current situation. Among all the four teachers, recast was the most frequently used feedback type of all the teachers’ turns containing corrective feedback, accounting for almost half of all feedback. Clarification and elicitation were the second most frequently used categories across four teachers, both about 19% of total. The least frequently used feedback types were explicit correction, repetition, metalinguistic feedback, which exhibited a decreasing trend, 7.5%, 4% and 1.5% respectively. Metalinguistic feedback, which accounted for a large proportion in previous studies, in this study seemed to have little influence on the results. This may due to the fact that teachers in
this current situation seemed to elicit responses from the students a lot and only give few comments; some changes to the definition of metalinguistic feedback was made to suit the current study which may also lead to the least frequency of using this feedback type; metalinguistic feedback co-existed with other types of feedback.

Table 1. Types of feedback used by all the teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Teachers</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recast</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>28.0%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicitation</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Correction</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>16.2%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metalinguistic</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Chi-Square ($\chi^2$)</td>
<td>81.50</td>
<td>Sig (2-sided)</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more on instructions or gave more guidance for the students to follow, or that the students’ passive participation ‘forcing’ teacher 3 to provide correct form to students’ mistakes. The remaining types of feedback, clarification, elicitation, repetition and metalinguistic feedback, which constituted the negotiation of form in Lyster’s (2001) study, seem well-distributed among all the four teachers. This scattering may suggest that both native and non-native teachers prefer to use the feedback which might elicit student-teacher negotiations, seemingly at the similar proportion of all their feedback types.

The comparison of each type of teachers showed that some differences existed between two Thai teachers and between two native English teachers. As can be seen in Table 1, teacher 1’s use of each type of corrective feedback seemed to be well-distributed, while teacher 2 seemed to prefer recast, which accounted for more than 70 percent of her correction strategies and also left few opportunities of other feedback types. The differences between these two Thai English teachers may be owing to their diverse teaching strategies and students’ various proficiency levels. For example, based on the classroom observation record and interview on teachers, possible explanation for the differences between the two Thai teachers is that due to the students’ relatively lower English ability, teacher 2 preferred to communicate with students using L1, which triggered more translation (recast); on the other hand, teacher 1 vouched for her students’ English level and taught in English, which allowed her to provide each feedback type well-proportionally. As for two native English teachers, teacher 3 and 4 were different in their total utility of corrective feedback, such as that feedback used by teacher 4 was double the amount of teacher 3’s. This may be due to the fact that teacher 3’s class was more teacher-centered, which allowed fewer chances for students to speak out; students’ characters in his class tended to be constrained, thus they were not as active as those in teacher 4’s class; teacher 4 seemed to be good at eliciting responses from students and would like to give comments to students’ mistakes. This result may suggest that even for the same group of teachers, there are some differences existing such as their teaching strategies and own characteristics and hence, different types of feedback and level of effectiveness.

A more detailed table (Table 2) concerning native and non-native teachers and their applications of each type of feedback is shown as below. As for each type of teachers, Non-Native English teachers provided many feedbacks, totaling 288, especially the recast, which accounted for 52.1%. The remaining feedback types spread in a descending order as follows: clarification (18.8%), elicitation (18.1%), explicit correction (6.6%), repetition (3.5%) and metalinguistic feedback (1%). Of the 111 feedbacks provided by Native teachers, recast accounted for 40.5%, both clarification and elicitation accounted for 20.7%, explicit correction 9.9%, repetition 5.4% and metalinguistic feedback 2.7%. The reasons why non-native teachers provided overwhelmingly more feedback are probably that both of the two Thai English teachers preferred eliciting and their teaching pace were really fast. On the basis of large amount of students’ utterances, they could possibly provide more feedback.

However, the comparison between types of teacher and their use of each type of feedback showed that there is no big difference as the result shows 0.303 at the significance level of 0.05, which may indicate that the distributions of each feedback pattern used by both native and non-native teachers are similar. No matter native or non-native English teachers, they all
tend to use all types of feedback to tackle students’ language difficulties. While if looking at each type of feedback, recast used by non-native teachers (52.1%) is higher than native teachers (40.5%). This may due to Thai teachers’ background advantages that they could communicate with students with L1 and using recast to reformulate students’ unsolicited use of L1. Meanwhile, it may be owing to that the current study redefined recast, especially translation, which included teachers’ elicitation of students’ knowledge from English to Thai.

Table 2. Feedback types used by Native teachers and Non-native teachers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Non-native</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recast</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>52.1%</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicitation</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T&gt;Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Correction</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metalinguistic</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>% within T_TYPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>288</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Effective feedback in Different Classroom Environment

In this current study, students’ self-repair is the indication of successful feedback. Thus, feedback, which can lead to higher students’ self-repair, is defined as effective feedback. Students’ uptakes, namely repair, needs repair and no uptake, were introduced to demonstrate the effectiveness of feedback. Overall results showed some similarities to Lyster & Ranta’s (1997) study. Since Lyster & Ranta (1997) had already testified that repairs generated by recast and explicit correction were not students-initiated, and repairs after clarification, elicitation, repetition and metalinguistic feedback were all students generated, which were
also proved correct by this current research, this study focused more on the repairs followed by feedback which triggers negotiation of form. Results show that elicitation is the most effective feedback, of which 59% finally leads to students’ self-repair. The next two effective feedbacks are clarification and repetition, 42% and 38% respectively. Only few metalinguistic feedbacks occurred in this study, which also led to least students’ repair (17%).

Table 3. Students’ responses to Non-Native and Native teachers’ feedback

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Feedback</th>
<th>Non-Native</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>Pearson Chi-Square</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repair</td>
<td>Needs Repair</td>
<td>No Uptake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recast</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicitation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explicit Correction</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repetition</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metalinguistic Feedback</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When further investigating the effective feedback used by different teachers, results show that elicitation is the most successful correction type for both native and non-native teachers. However, elicitation is the most successful feedback type for three teachers, except for teacher 2, whose clarification tends to be the most effective feedback type. Since this study focuses on native English speaking and non-native English speaking teachers, a more detailed table including types of teacher, feedback and learner uptake is shown in Table 3. However, as can be seen in the table, there is no significant difference between native and non-native teachers’ use of every type of feedback or total provision of feedback at the significance level of 0.05, which may indicate that the uptake distributions to each type of feedback do not rely on types of teachers in this study.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

Numerous studies in the past few decades focused on investigating the relationship between learner error and corrective feedback, and between corrective feedback and learner uptake. However, after reviewing of previous research results, it was found that one more variable, lecturer types, needed to be studied to seek the effect of teacher types on corrective feedback. Taking teacher types into consideration, this current study conducted a detailed research on
teacher types and corrective feedback, including the relationship between two types of teachers and their use of feedback, and the feedback effectiveness.

As for types of feedback provided by different types of teachers, recast was found the most frequently used feedback type across all the teachers, but it simultaneously led to low rate of student repairs, which was coherent with previous studies (Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Panova & Lyster, 2002; Suzuki, 2004). However, there was no big difference when comparing types of teacher and types of feedback, except that non-native English teachers tended to provide overwhelmingly more feedback, especially more recast than native English teachers. This might be because non-native teachers would sometimes interact with students using L1 which may possible lead to translation, while native teachers tended to use all types of feedback equally. Clark and Paran (2007) state that non-native English speaking teachers share similar cultural background and language understanding, so it may be more convenient for them to interact with students using L1. Also, according to Noemi’s (2009) finding that non-native teachers rely on eliciting students, two Thai English teachers in this study indeed preferred to encourage the students to speak a lot, which led to more student utterances. When looking into details, some differences existed when comparing two non-native teachers and those two native English teachers. Teacher 2 provided more recast while teacher 1 use varied corrective strategies at well-distributed proportion, which may be owing to their diverse teaching strategies and students’ various proficiency level (Sara, 2010; Parviz, 2012). Another difference was that feedback used by teacher 4 was double the amount of teacher 3’s. This may be due to the fact that teacher 3’s class was more teacher-centered, in which the teacher elaborated details to students and allowed less chance for students to speak out (Noemi, 2009). These findings might indicate that teachers, no matter native or non-native, should select alternative feedback strategies instead of using recast to make the error correction process more effective.

Meanwhile, the similarities among types of teacher and feedback may suggest that corrective feedback did not necessarily rely on teacher types in the current situation. Thus, whether native or non-native teacher, they seemed to share some similar understanding of students’ mistakes, correction strategies, and expectations of students’ reactions. At the same time, since all four groups of students in this current study were first year Thai university students, they may still have the same background knowledge reservations from high school, which may make them produce same errors or ill utterances. This could also affect teachers’ choice of feedback. Their similar understanding of teacher corrections may also be the reason why there was no big difference between the repairs generated by students in both native and non-native English teachers’ classes. Saerideh (2011) studied EFL teachers’ corrective feedback moves to the learners with three levels of proficiency and concluded that learner proficiency level indeed affected teachers’ choice of corrective strategies. Sara (2010) investigated the relationship between two groups of students with different proficiency levels and teachers’ choice of feedback. Result demonstrated that different ability students tended to make diverse types of errors which lead to different types of teacher feedback. Lyster and Ranta (1997) were the first ones who suggested that teachers should take learners’ proficiency level into consideration when giving feedback. In their study on corrective feedback, except
for one group of students which seemed to have higher proficiency level in their study, all the other three groups had similar abilities, which could prove why the research results in these three classrooms were the same. This was also true with the current study. Overall, the students in current study who seemed to share similar proficiency level and background knowledge could possibly explain why corrective feedback in this study did not necessarily rely on teacher types. Thus, future studies or teachings which may be related to the classroom interaction should take students’ proficiency level into consideration.

With regard to effective feedback, student self-generated repairs represented the effectiveness of each types of feedback in this study. Elicitation was found the most successful corrective strategy among all the teachers, except for teacher 2, whose clarification was more effective. But, in terms of native and non-native teachers, elicitation was still proved the most efficient strategy. As Lyster and Ranta (1997) stated that feedback, which could elicit negotiation of form, may encourage students to correct their mistakes by themselves using their own knowledge. De Bot (1996) also argues that students would have strong impressions on the mistakes if they could be encouraged or forced to find the discrepancies and fix them by retrieving from their own knowledge. All these may implicate that teachers would better provide the type of feedback which can generate the interaction or communication between teacher and students on students’ inappropriate utterances. Moreover, no significant difference was found between native and non-native teachers’ use of every type of feedback or total provision of feedback, which may indicate that the uptake distributions to each type of feedback did not rely on types of teachers in this study. This might also due to the same proficiency level of all the participants which may trigger similar errors, teacher feedback and learner uptake (Saerideh, 2011; Sara, 2010; Parviz, 2012).

All in all, this research made an audacious attempt to study the relationship between teacher types (native and non-native English teachers) and corrective feedback, teacher types and learner uptake, and teacher feedback and learner uptake, which produced abundant findings that might be applied into future studies or even teaching process. Results indicated that recast was the most frequently used feedback types in this study, especially for non-native English teachers; however, when coming to the effective feedback, elicitation was the most successful feedback that led to high rate of students’ repair. Thus, in the practical situation, teachers may be better to use strategies that can trigger the negotiation or interaction between teachers and students, which could consequently lead to high rate of students-generated repairs to their mistakes, and also take students’ proficiency levels into consideration whenever to provide comments or to conduct some experiences. However, since this current study was conducted only in a small scope at a University in Thailand, the time and techniques were also limited, future studies could focus on more variables, such as the effect of students’ background knowledge on teachers’ choice of feedback, learner proficiency with teacher feedback and teacher types to a large extent.
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